
Concert #1 Contact & Physics       AdK Berlin  2014-10-29 
connecting thread –> Bob Rease 
 
welcome                   10 min 
following pulse & rhythm 
1 person is leading, the others are following. 
If by turning someone else is in front, this person is leading.  
_ use sounds, speed up, you might not always be together         
_ some decide to not follow or lead all the time 
_ focus on being in the same moment  
   relating  to a specific space entrances & exits  
Variation: 6 Performer / Only 3 can move at the same time 
 

Stichworte: performing the archive. Meeting der Deutschen Tanzarchive mit Vertretern der 
Tanzwissenschaft im Künstlerhaus Bethanien 
 

going into contact contact duets               10 min 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Bob Rease Archive                   5 min 
live camera –> Andrea 
pulling the Bob Rease folder out oft he Archive 
Defintion of CI 
rolling point / jump / slide / pivit / in & out of contact / point into space             2 min 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

audience task: finger to finger, exchange through 1 point              4 min 
feeling the pulse, impulse 
talk and exchange verbally 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

2 – 1 – 2 structure from projekt: 5 mann with Bob Rease               7 min 
Sternzeichen 2, TAT Frankfurt 1983 
Stichworte: connecting 3 cities  
–> Düsseldorf Werkstatt-Tanzhaus NRW / Berlin Tanzfebrik / Frankfurt Fe Reichelt Tanz und   
     Theaterwerkstatt all 3 started in 1978 
Mangrove menʼs performance collective 1975 
Bob Rease Düsseldorf 1985 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

Score: Line Nita Little pre 1972                  7 min 
_ 2 people stand on opposite sides of a line. they have to move / travel to the other side, staying   
   on the line / in a narrow corridor. 
– 4 people are standing on either side of the corridor / When you enter leave some space between                   
-  yourself and the dancer infront of you   
 
explaining the structure oft he 3 concerts of going into contact 
Musik   Keith Jarrett Köln Concert 1975 
Remembering music from CI classes with Christine Vilardo and Reinhard Krätzig 1978/79 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

 
 



Bob Rease died in 1991 
Map to a city left behind or a secret correspondance among human organs 
Tanz Medien Akademie, Akademie der Künste 1990 mit Daniel Liebeskind and Sir Norman Foster 
Task: Make Berlin 
 
Solo with stick on 45° Max          8 – 10 min 
Stick from Zerfall der Schwerkraft, Hindustry, Laura lernt 
 

3 duets head against head 
  connecting center 
  stay secure 
Musik  private Parts, Robert Ashley Gelbe Musik, Berlin 
  PA RT, Steve Paxton & Lisa  Nelson, Issues for the 90ies,  
  presenting CI in the frame of an international festival, 4th ECITE 1988 Tanzfabrik 
 

 
Dieter Heitkamp and Kurt Koegel 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
audience task: Rotation                    8 min 
reading definitions of CI from questionnaire cards, Orla & Andrea 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Locomotion           
List: Transport through space 
Listening 
 
 



How do you locomote through space with a partner using transport? 4 couples perfoming at the  
   same time going in & out of contact  /  relating to  
   _ a specific space                                                                               
   _ the border between in & out                                                        
   _ the other couples 
 
Workgroup on documentation 19th ECITE Athens 2004              5 min 
Video  How to document, Deboras Sbaiz 
20th ECITE Viljandi, Estonia 2005 
Video  Scapes,  Mary Prestige, #6 Some notes fromthe workgroup about weight 
    Peter Aerni,     #7 eye 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
leading & following                   7 min 
Jörg/Laurin; Nadja/Max 
_ Dancers in duet A work with leading and following ver-/führen / Angebote machen /  
   wahrnehmen. 
_ Dancers in duet B „follow“ duet A making a free interpretation of A deciding before which dancer         
   they will follow 
_ CHANGING ROLES  both duets have to find stillnesses together at least 1 stop every 30 sec in  
   irregular rhythm                                                                                           
_ after each stop   > the duets change rolls  and > the partner in each duet change rolls 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
audience task: 1:17   Claas Willecke                8 min 
Fluxus / Suxulf – Judson Dance Theatre Movement 1962 
 
1:17 do nothing 
 dance 

talk backwards 
sing 
stand 
sit 
leave the room 
eat your sock 
cry 
scream 
fall 
argue with someone 
give out to the audience 
poke your nose 
be funny 
change clothes 
practise something 
imitate 
write a score 
make a phonecall 
make sound 
draw 
think 
get pregnant 
learn norwegian 
run 
tell a story 
wiggle your tows 
fix your hair 
check the temperatur 
turn the lights of 
change your position 



bang your head on the ground 
eat your nails 
stretch 
feel your emotions 
be outrageous 
criticize the world 
open your bag 
tell the audience what to do 
be stubburn 
pretend to be something 
pretend to be someone 
let it rain 
imagine to get burned 
be silly 
prepare a dinner 
conduct the situation 
be submissive 
play a love scene 
have pain 
be sick 
meditate 
play child 
sit on a train 
light candles 
get a partner 
cut flowers 
fool around 
jump 
repeat what i say 
wait 
offer yourself 
go and get what you want 
      Claas Willeke 

 

Licht an/ aus 
 

Questions not to ask & Answers not to be questioned              6 min 
Daniel Lepkoff, Karen Nelson 
Jörg & Andrea reading from Contact Quarterly 
lower arm manipulation –> Max/Finn & Nadja/Max 

 



 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Solo mats                     4 min 
 
Mats Square Robin                 12 min 
Musik   Bin ich hier, Stück von Rubato für ZuKT 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Pillow Dance Remy Charlip, CQ                 4 min 
Drawing found in Bobʼs apartment 
 

      


